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Abstract
The entry of the AfD to the Bundestag marks a new stage in German politics. This article 
traces the origins of this right-wing populist party against the background of extreme right-
wing parties in post-war Germany. It analyses the main precepts of the party’s programme 
and its activity in parliaments on the regional (Länder) level. A look at where AfD-voters 
are coming from reveals a long-term trend of a weakening alignment between voters and 
parties and a growing fragmentation of the German party system.
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The political scene in Germany is in a state of flux. The elections 
to the Bundestag in 2017 have, in a most remarkable way, con-

tinued the long-term change of the German party system. The entry 
of the right-wing Alternative für Deutschland (Alternative for Germany, 
AfD) reflects the changes in the political cleavages in Germany after 
the immigration crisis of 2015 and has brought about the end of unam-
biguous coalition alternatives on the federal level. The loss of votes by 
most of the established parties (the SPD got its worst result in Bundestag 
elections ever) and the number of parliamentary groups: six, which 
the Bundestag had last seen in 1953 – has made it clear that the Federal 
Republic is entering a new stage in its history. This was confirmed by 
the fact that the formation of a new government took half a year – an un-
precedented long period of time in the history of the Federal Republic.

This article briefly addresses the history of the (West) German party 
system, with a special look at the parties of the extreme right, as well 
as at the changes in the relations between voters and parties. The main 
focus will be directed on the AfD. What was the origin of this party? Why 
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did its leadership and its political orientation change so dramatically? 
What are the main precepts of its program? How is the AfD behaving in 
the regional (Länder) parliaments in which it has been sitting since 2014? 
Does the electoral success of the AfD mean a sudden ‘turn to the right’ 
of significant parts of the German electorate, and / or does the result 
of the Bundestag 2017 elections reflect long-term trends?

The evolution of the German party system from 1949 to 2017

After the first elections to the Bundestag in 1949 its splintered com-
position very much resembled the Reichstag of the Weimar Repub-
lic. Nine parties and four independent deputies seemed to reiterate 
the heterogeneous party system of the first German democracy. Only 
the SPD (with 29.2 percent of the votes) and the KPD (5.7 percent) were 
a direct continuation of Weimar parties. The most important new po-
litical grouping was the Christlich Demokratische Union Deutschlands 
(Christian Democratic Union of Germany, CDU) which united most 
of the Catholic Zentrum Party and parts of national-conservative Prot-
estants. In Bavaria the Christlich-Soziale Union (Christian Social Union, 
CSU) continued the tradition of the Bavarian People’s Party. Together 
the CDU/CSU received 31.0 percent of the votes. National and left lib-
erals fused in the Freie Demokratische Partei (Free Democratic Party, 
FDP, 11.9 percent). Konrad Adenauer (CDU) headed the first federal 
government, a coalition of CDU/CSU, FDP and Deutsche Partei (Ger-
man Party, DP), a national-conservative regional party in Lower Saxony. 

The surprising concentration of the party system in the 1950s was 
caused by several factors. The economic miracle attached many people 
to the new order (not necessarily to democracy), including even those 
Germans who had lost their homelands in former German territories 
and in East Central Europe. Only at the end of the 1950s, when the SPD 
fundamentally changed its economic program and options in foreign 
policy, there were clear political alternatives centred around CDU/CSU 
and SPD. The main cleavage concerned Western integration, which was 
favoured by Adenauer in order to safeguard political liberty against 
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Soviet expansion, whereas the SPD was afraid that Western integration 
could delay German unification, if not make it impossible. There were 
charismatic politicians who facilitated political integration like Konrad 
Adenauer and Ludwig Erhard (CDU), the ‘father of the economic miracle’ 
or Kurt Schumacher (SPD). An ‘institutional’ factor that contributed 
to the concentration of the party system was the five percent threshold 
clause, which was introduced in 1956. From 1961 until 1983 only three 
parliamentary groups were in the Bundestag: CDU/CSU, SPD and FDP. 
The FDP was by far the smallest of these parties. Therefore many political 
scientists spoke of a ‘two-and-a-half ’ party system. In the Bundestag 
elections of 1972 and 1976 these three parties received 99.1 percent 
of  the valid votes, with a voter frequency of 91.1 and 89.7 percent 
respectively. 

With the entry of  the party Die Grünen (The Green Party) into 
the Bundestag in the elections of 1983 this two party system was replaced 
by a two bloc system – in the German political language, which associates 
parties with colours: a black-yellow bloc (CDU/CSU – FDP) vs. red- 

-green (SPD and the Greens). This two bloc system was maintained 
after German unification, although the post-communist Partei des 
Demokratischen Sozialismus (Party of Democratic Socialism, PDS) 
formed a parliamentary club after the Bundestag elections of December 
1990. However, the results of the Bundestag elections in 2005 created 
a situation that left no other viable alternative than forming a ‘grand 
coalition’ (CDU/CSU and SPD). This meant that the two bloc (or two 
camp) party system had been replaced by a ‘fluid five party system’ 
(Niedermayer 2008: 9) in a situation, in which no party wanted to enter 
into a coalition with the PDS. The electoral results of 2009 enabled 
a renewed ‘black-yellow’ coalition, but after the elections of 2013, when 
the FDP for the first time failed to cross the five percent threshold, once 
again the only possibility of forming a government was a new ‘grand 
coalition’, even though none of the partners wished it. 

A new situation arose after the Bundestag elections of 2017, when 
the FDP returned to parliament and the AfD, founded in 2013, received 
12.7 percent of the votes and became the third strongest party. For 
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the first time since the 1950s six parliamentary groups have been sitting 
in the Bundestag. CDU/CSU received the second worst result in their 
history and the SPD – its worst result ever in Bundestag elections. 
Negotiations to form a ‘Jamaica coalition’ (black-yellow-green) failed 
after several weeks. Given this situation the Social Democrats, who 
had immediately after the  elections declared their intent to  form 
the opposition, nevertheless agreed to be part of a new ‘grand coalition’. 
For the  first time in the  history of  the  Federal Republic forming 
a government lasted for half a year. However, the splintered composition 
of  the Bundestag expressed deeper changes in German society. In 
the electoral result this was reflected by the fact that CDU/CSU and 
SPD had gained more than 90 percent in the Bundestag elections of 1972 
and 1976, still maintained 69.4 percent in 2005, but attained only 53.4 
percent in 2017.

Declining relationships between parties and voters

During the 1950s and 1960s the core electorate of CDU and CSU con-
sisted of voters who were closely connected especially with the Catholic 
Church, and to a lesser degree also with the Protestant churches. The SPD 
attracted most of its voters from the industrial workers’ class, especially 
those organized in trade unions. The FDP represented the self-employed 
and liberal professions. However, from the 1970s onwards deep ongo-
ing economic and social changes had far-reaching consequences for 
the electorates of the parties. The ‘Catholic milieu’ was gradually fading 
away, as was the traditional working class (Lepsius 1993: 25–50). Society 
in general was economically better off and better educated, and the new 
middle class had no traditional party and was open to new values. Af-
ter the ‘revolution’ of 1968, which in (West) Germany meant above all 
the calling into question of traditional authorities, student youth and 
the new middle class entered into politics. This could be seen in the for-
mation, for the first time, of the first ‘grand coalition’ of CDU/CSU and 
SPD, which in the Bundestag had a majority of 90 percent. Since the ten 
percent of FDP deputies were not able to fulfil the tasks of a parliamen-
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tary opposition, a so-called ‘anti-parliamentarian opposition’ (APO) 
movement arose. A series of political demonstrations, happenings at 
universities, and other hitherto unknown forms of political expressions 
introduced new forms of unconventional political behaviour.

From the end of the 1960s to the 1980s the ‘Ostpolitik’ of the SPD 
provoked a political mobilization and polarization in society which 
caused an explosion of party membership – the SPD climbed from 
732,446 members in 1968 to 1,022,191 in 1976, and the CDU/CSU from 
360,166 in 1968 to 919,983 in 1983 (Niedermayer 2017). At the same 
time other forms of political participation which had already come into 
existence earlier, like social movements (for peace, anti-nuclear policies, 
for the environment) now gained in importance. The ‘silent revolution’ 
(Inglehart 1977) became apparent in West Germany and the Green 
movement, which was founded as a political party in 1980 encompassed 
not only ecological, anti-nuclear, new social movements and the new 
left of the 1970s, but also included currents calling for self-realization 
according to post-materialist values. In 1983 it entered the Bundestag, 
but for many years it was torn between the behaviour of a movement 
directed from and responsible to its base on one hand, and a professional 
parliamentary party on the other (cf. inter alia Jachnow 2013: 25–117). 

The appearance of the post-communist PDS in the first elections 
to the Bundestag after German unification in 1990 marked a new stage in 
the evolution of the German party system. For a number of years thereafter 
East and West Germany maintained two different party systems. In West 
Germany the CDU and SPD were represented in all diets, and FDP 
and the Greens in most of them. In East Germany an alliance of civic 
movements and small parties (‘Bündnis 90’, Alliance 90) succeeded 
in entering the Bundestag in 1990 and fused with the Greens in 1993. 
In all the new federal states CDU, PDS and SPD were represented in 
the diets, but only rarely the FDP and the Greens. Given the social 
problems – especially unemployment – connected with the economic 
transformation, many people were preoccupied with safeguarding their 
economic survival so that there was only a small social base for a post-
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materialist party like the Greens or a party of liberal professions like 
the FDP.

In West German parliaments the PDS was not represented for many 
years. Only when the party merged with the left West German splinter 
party WASG1 in 2007 to form a new party Die Linke (The Left) did it 
succeed in entering most (but not all) of the West German diets. Thus 
a certain, but far from complete, convergence of the party systems 
in East and West Germany could be observed. In East Germany in 
several cases the Greens and the FDP entered some diets, but more 
remarkable was the electoral success of extreme right-wing parties like 
the Nationaldemokratische Partei Deutschlands (National-Democratic 
Party of Germany, NPD) or the Deutsche Volksunion (German People’s 
Union, DVU) in several East German diets and on the local level.

Extreme-right parties 1949–2018

Parties of the extreme right existed from the very beginning of the Fed-
eral Republic. The Sozialistische Reichspartei (Socialist Reich Party, SRP), 
founded in October 1949, was dissolved by the Federal Constitutional 
Court in 1952 as a successor party of the NSDAP. A marginal Deutsche 
Reichspartei (German Reich Party, DRP, 1950–1965) demanded the res-
toration of the German borders of 1937 as a ‘minimal solution’. Its greatest 
success was entering the diet of Rhineland-Palatinate in 1961 with 5.1 
percent of the valid votes. A new attempt to establish an extreme right-
wing party was initiated in 1964 with the founding of the NPD. The party 
recruited its leading personnel mainly from the DRP, but also from 
the remnants of the North German regional party DP, whose main lead-
ership had fused with the CDU at the end of the 1950s, and from parts 
of the national-liberal wing of the FDP and politicians of an ‘expellees’ 

1 The WASG (Wahlalternative Arbeit und soziale Gerechtigkeit, Electoral Alterna-
tive Work and Social Justice) had been founded as a club in 2004 by West German 
trade unionists and left-wing politicians who criticized the economic policy of the red- 

-green government (Agenda 2010). In 2005 the WASG transformed into a (mini-) party.
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party which since the mid-1950s had largely been absorbed, especially 
by the CDU. 

The  NPD placed the  ‘nation’, which was defined ethnically, at 
the centre of its programme and declared that Germany should regain 
a dominant role, at least in Europe. Having in mind the fate of the SRP, 
the NPD formally accepted the democratic principles of the constitution. 
The party’s main orientation, however, proved to be historical revisionism: 
Germany had not caused World War II; there were no massive – if at 
all – German war crimes; and instead crimes were exposed whose 
victims had been Germans, and that Germany had to regain its pre-
war borders, etc. The party members belonged primarily to the middle 
class. In the Bundestag elections of 1965 the NPD received only 2.0 
percent of the votes cast. In the immediate years to follow, however, 
the NPD took advantage of the first economic recession and entered 
seven of the eleven regional parliaments, with the best result in Baden-

-Württemberg in 1968 (9.8 percent). By the second half of the 1960s it 
had some 25,000 members. However, the NPD failed, rather surprisingly, 
to cross the five percent threshold in the Bundestag elections of 1969 
(gaining 4.3 percent). With the onset of an economic recovery and 
an unprecedented political mobilization at the beginning of the 1970s 
(Ostpolitik), the NPD lost political importance and became a completely 
marginal party.

The  most visible expression of  extreme right-wing opinion was 
the weekly Deutsche Nationalzeitung with a circulation of about 100,000 
copies, which propagated extremely revisionist judgements concerning 
World War II and demanded ‘at least’ German pre-war borders. In 1971 
its owner, Gerhard Frey (1933–2013) founded the association Deutsche 
Volksunion (German People’s Union, DVU) which in 1987 won – due 
to the regional electoral law – a seat in the 100-members diet of Bremen 
while garnering 4.3 percent of the votes. Four years later it won even 
6.8 percent of the votes and five seats, possible because of its cooperation 
with the NPD, whose candidates received nominations on the DVU 
lists (Hertel 1998: 11). Following German unification the DVU had 
short-lived successes in a few East and West German regional elections – 
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Schleswig-Holstein 1992 (6.3 percent of the votes), Brandenburg 1999 
(5.3 percent) and 2004 (6.1 per cent), and in 1998 even 12,9 percent 
of the votes in Saxony-Anhalt. The members of the parliamentary groups 
of the DVU were, however, often not sufficiently qualified for their tasks 
and quarrelled among themselves, so that the DVU fractions as a rule 
disintegrated rather quickly. In 2011 the DVU ended its political activity 
as an independent organisation and joined the NPD.

Another rightist party which succeeded in entering parliaments were 
the ‘Republicans’, founded in 1983 by former CSU members. They made 
political gains from the wave of asylum seekers, whose numbers grew 
from less than 100,000 in 1987 to almost 440,000 in 1992, primarily 
because of  the  war in ex-Yugoslavia. This period coincided with 
the permission granted by the Soviet authorities for about two million 
Soviet citizens of German origin to leave the Soviet Union and relocate 
in Germany. The difficulties arising from these burdens, combined with 
a substantial East–West migration pattern within Germany after the fall 
of the Berlin wall, contributed to the electoral success of the Republicans, 
especially in Bavaria. They received 7.1 percent of the valid votes in 
the elections to the European Parliament in 1989 (in Bavaria itself 
they received more than 14 percent), and in regional elections they 
entered the parliaments of (West) Berlin in 1989 with 7.5 percent and 
in Baden-Württemberg with 10.9 percent in 1992 and 9.1 percent in 
1996. When the article concerning asylum in the Basic Law was made 
more rigid in 1993 the attractiveness of this party dropped dramatically. 
In the Bundestag elections of 2013 it received only 0.2 percent, and in 
the elections of 2017 it did not start at all.

The good results of the NPD in East Germany following German 
unification were a surprise for many observers, given the often-repeated 
slogans by the GDR leadership that their state was ‘anti-fascist’ from 
the very beginning. In actuality an extreme-right skinhead milieu had 
developed in the GDR, which became visible in an attack of skinheads 
against a punk group and the audience in the Protestant Zion’s church 
in East Berlin in October 1987, an incident which was also reported in 
the Western media (cf. inter alia Waibel 1996). According to a (secret) 
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research group of sociologists and police detectives established after that 
incident, there were some 6000 persons known to be neo-Nazis, some 
1000 of whom were considered to be prone to violence. In 1988 up to 500 
acts of violence were noted each month, some of them directed against 
foreigners (from Mozambique, Poland, and Yemen)2.

Shortly after the fall of the Berlin wall, West German extreme right 
parties founded the first party groups in East Germany, which however 
did not succeed in reaching the five percent threshold in regional 
elections in the 1990s, except for the DVU (see above). Extreme right 
parties, especially the NPD, began to register an upward trend only 
with the enlargement of the EU to the East in 2004. In East Germany 
the unemployment rate that year was 18.4 percent. As a consequence 
of the accession of their countries to the EU, Poles and Czechs expected 
social advancement, whereas in Germany – in particular in the regions 
neighbouring the new member states – people were afraid of a descent 
down the social ladder and of unemployment. This especially concerned 
persons with low incomes and a low level of education (Rippl et al. 2007). 
Even though German politicians knew that such fears were unfounded 
they negotiated with the EU a seven-year transition period before there 
was free access to the labour market in Germany for citizens from new 
EU member states. Nevertheless in Saxony, which has a common border 
with Poland and the Czech Republic, the NPD received 9.2 percent 
of the valid votes in the regional elections of 2004, and 5,6 percent 
in 2009. In Mecklenburg-Western Pomerania, which is neighbouring 
Poland in the north, the NPD gained 7.3 percent in 2006 and 6.0 percent 
in 2011. The NPD did not return to either of these diets after the founding 
of the AfD, which received 9.7 percent in Saxony in 2014 – one year 
after the AfD was founded – (the NPD received 4,9 percent); and 20.8 
percent in Mecklenburg-Western Pomerania in 2016 (with the NPD 
receiving 3.0 percent). The political marginalisation of the NPD was 
underscored by a decision of the Federal Constitutional Court in 2017. 

2 Cf. Wagner, 2018. The author was a former police detective in the GDR and mem-
ber of the aforementioned research group.
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It refused the delegalisation of the NPD (as demanded by the Federal 
Government and both chambers of Parliament), although it considered 
the political aims of the NPD as not compatible with the constitution. 
However, according to the Constitutional Court the political importance 
of the NPD was so insignificant that is was not worthwhile to dissolve 
it (Bundesverfassungsgericht 2017; Leggewie et al. 2017). On the other 
hand, the Bundestag and Bundesrat implemented a recommendation 
of the Constitutional Court that a party which is acting against the aims 
of the constitution should not be granted money from the state and 
accordingly changed the  constitution (Gesetz zur Änderung des 
Grundgesetzes 2017). In the Bundestag elections of 2017 the NPD gained 
only 0.4 percent of the vote, short of even the threshold limit of 0.5 
percent necessary to obtain state subsidies. As of 2018 it has only one 
deputy left in the EU parliament (the NPD in 2014 received only 1.0 
percent of the vote). On the other hand, in the Bundestag elections 
of 2017 the AfD obtained its best results in Saxony, where the NPD had 
been strong before.

The founding of the AfD and splits in its leadership

It could hardly have been foreseen in 2013 that the founding of the AfD 
would have far-reaching consequences in German politics. The real ori-
gin of the party was the Euro-crisis and the fear that in the end Germany 
would have to pay the debts of the ‘dissolute’ members of the Euro-zone 
from Southern Europe. Several highly respected professors of econom-
ics, who formed the first executive board of the party, demanded that 
Germany should leave the Euro-zone, although not the European Union. 
Europe should consist of sovereign states with a single market. Compe-
tences, especially budget competences, should be returned to national 
parliaments. Other precepts of the first AfD program were reduction 
of the state deficit, more direct democracy according to the example 
of Switzerland, more support for families, and a sustainable concept 
for ‘affordable’ energy (Bundestagswahl 2013). The organizational basis 
of the party was a loose network of members from the CDU, FDP, small 
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regional parties such as the Free Voters, and think tanks and lobbyists 
(Bebnowski 2015: 19–31).

The result of 4.7 percent in the Bundestag elections of 2013, only a few 
months after the AfD had been founded, was a remarkable success. In 
the elections to the European Parliament in May 2014 the AfD already 
garnered 7.1 percent of the valid votes. The political options of the seven 
AfD members elected to the EP reflected the political diversity of its 
leadership. Thomas Lucke, the first chairman of the AfD, was a liberal-
conservative professor of economics, as was Joachim Starbatty. Hans-
Olaf Henkel had for many years been the head of the German Industry 
Federation. There were, however, also representatives of much more 
right-wing positions, such as Beatrix von Storch. 

Following the  AfD’s electoral success in the  2014 elections 
to the European Parliament, it quickly became evident that the AfD 
was a party of very heterogeneous currents which were barely compatible 
with each other. The ‘honourable’ leadership of professors was surprised 
by the public statements of some party leaders, especially East German 
ones, which could be qualified only as ethnically national. This was in 
particular true for the AfD chairmen of Thuringia and Saxony-Anhalt, 
Björn Höcke and André Poggenburg. They belonged to the informal 
group Der Flügel (The Wing), which did not hide its extreme-right 
positions, whereas the chairwoman of the Saxonian AfD, Frauke Petry, 
represented rather national-conservative opinions. 

One issue which made the  intra-party conflicts more acute was 
the support of a considerable number of party members for the anti-
Islamic movement Pegida (Patriotische Europäer gegen die Islamisierung 
des Abendlandes / Patriotic Europeans against the  Islamization 
of  the  West), which organized anti-Islamic and anti-immigration 
demonstrations in Dresden beginning in October 2014, always on 
a Monday, referring to the anti-communist Monday manifestations in 
autumn 1989 in the German Democratic Republic. These demonstrations 
were caused by a fear of the material and ‘cultural’ costs of hosting 
new Islamic immigrants in the vicinity of Dresden (Vorländer et al. 
2016: 5–16), and for a couple of weeks led to similar manifestations in 
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other cities as well, even in West Germany. From the very beginning 
these demonstrations were always accompanied by strong counter-
demonstrations, whose numbers often exceeded those of the Pegida 
sympathisers. It is worth remarking that in several cities outside Dresden 
where such manifestations were initiated in 2016 church authorities 
switched off the illumination of the cathedrals, e.g. in Erfurt or Cologne, 
in order to eliminate the possibility that the Pegida sympathisers would 
have an ‘attractive tourist’ background which could be used to garner 
support for Pegida. 

The Wing current published the Erfurt Resolution in March 2015 
which declared AfD to be a ‘basic, patriotic and democratic alternative’ 
as compared to the ‘established’ political parties, and a ‘movement of our 
people against the social experiments of the recent years’ (e.g. gender 
mainstreaming, multiculturalism, etc.). It defined the AfD as a ‘resistance 
movement’ against the ‘continued undermining of Germany’s sovereignty 
and identity’ (Die Erfurter Resolution, 2015). Five of the seven AfD 
EP-members criticised the racist, nationalist, antisemitic, anti-Islamic, 
homophobe, extreme right- and left-wing positions. However, during 
the turbulent party congress in Essen in July 2015 the moderate founding 
group lost their majority. Frauke Petry, leader of the Saxonian AfD, 
became the new chairwoman with a majority of 60 percent. Lucke and 
the other ‘moderates’ left the AfD and founded a new party, the Liberal-

-Konservative Reformer (Liberal-Conservative Reformers, LKR) which 
had no success in several regional elections and did not compete in 
the Bundestag elections of 2017. In the European Parliament the five 
LKR members belong to  the  fraction of  European Conservatives 
and Reformers (ECR). The two AfD members had to leave the ECR 
fraction in 2016 after the AfD declared cooperation with the right-wing 
Freiheitliche Partei Österreichs (Freedom Party of Austria, FPÖ).

The AfD programme of 2016
The preamble of  the AfD programme of 2016 seems to confirm 

the democratic principles laid down in the German constitution. In the first 
sentences the AfD even declares: ‘we are liberals and conservatives. We 
are free citizens of our nation. We are staunch supporters of democracy’. 
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A few sentences later, however, the programme refers to the key issue for 
supporters of the AfD: ‘we maintain an open mind towards other nations 
and cultures, but wish to be and remain German at heart. Therefore, 
we shall continuously strive to uphold human dignity, support families 
with children, retain our western Christian culture, and maintain our 
language and traditions in a peaceful, democratic and sovereign nation 
state for the German people’. Already in the introduction to the first 
chapter one can find slogans well known from right-populist movements, 
such as: ‘at the latest since the Schengen (1985), Maastricht (1992) and 
Lisbon (2007) Treaties the inviolability of national sovereignty’ has 
proven to be a ‘fiction’. ‘Behind the scenes a small and powerful elite (…) 
is secretly in charge’, and there is ‘a political class’ and a power cartel, 
‘whose foremost interest is to retain their own power base’3. 

The AfD is against a transformation of the European Union into 
a ‘centralised federalised state’. It supports a Europe of nation-states. 
The European Union has taken over competences which had not been 
foreseen for it. Should it not be possible to reform the EU according 
to the intention of the AfD, Germany should leave it and try to re-
found the European Economic Community. The fact that a subchapter 
concerning the Euro is relatively long is probably due to the party’s 
origin. The  AfD calls ‘for an  end to  the  Euro experiment and its 
orderly dissolution’. If the Bundestag does not agree, there should be 
a referendum on this question. A referendum on the federal level is not 
foreseen in the German constitution, but the AfD wants to introduce 
to the German political system more elements of grassroots democracy, 
based on the example of Switzerland. The programme continues that 
‘membership of NATO corresponds to Germany’s interests with regard 
to foreign and security policy, as long as NATO’s role remains that 
of a defensive alliance. (…) The AfD rejects the idea of a combined 
European military force, and subscribes to well-equipped and trained 
German armed forces as the pillar of German sovereignty’ (Manifesto 

3 Manifesto for Germany 2016: 5–7. The Programme has been published on the In-
ternet in German, English, French, Spanish, Russian, and Czech.
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for Germany 2016: 29–30). Although not included in the written party 
programme, in public declarations party leaders support good relations 
with Russia. Alexander Gauland in this context even referred to Bismarck 
(Carstens 2013; Bockenheimer 2016). The AfD is one of Russia’s lobbyists 
in Germany and condemns the economic sanctions against Russia. 
In August 2017 it even organized a ‘Russian Congress’ in Magdeburg 
(Bender 2017).

Crucial chapters in the  programme are dedicated to  questions 
of language, culture, and immigration. The ideology of multiculturalism 
is rejected, because it depreciates German culture, which should be 
predominant. ‘The AfD believes that the link between education, culture 
and identity is of paramount importance for the development of society’. 
The German language should be declared as the official language and 
enacted as such into the constitution. The AfD acknowledges that many 
integrated Muslims are living in Germany, but insists – quoting an often-
repeated slogan – that the Islam ‘as such’ does not belong to Germany. 
Financing of mosques by Islamic states or by money of foreign origin 
should be forbidden. Imams who want to work in Germany should have 
to obtain an authorisation from the government and have to preach in 
German.

Persons who are persecuted in their home countries for political 
reasons or because of war should be able to obtain asylum in Germany 
for as long as the situation in their country is going on. After that they 
have to return. The EU has to close its external borders completely. In 
‘safe’ countries of the regions where the immigrants are coming from, 
e.g. North Africa, shelter and asylum centres should be established 
under UN and EU mandates. ‘People seeking protection are expected 
to  claim asylum only in those centres. People claiming asylum in 
Germany and the EU are to be urged to return to those centres without 
exception’ (Manifesto for Germany 2016: 58). Criminal acts committed 
by immigrants must be published without improper political correctness. 
The ‘invasion’ into the German social systems by immigrants from other 
EU member states must be avoided by changes in the German legislation. 
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In this programme, the AfD showed its right-populist orientation 
much more openly than in previous documents. It criticised the ‘political 
elites’ and the ‘political cartel’ not only in Berlin, but also in Brussels, 
as consisting of persons who cared only for themselves, at the cost 
of  ordinary people. And it pretends to  know what the  interests 
of ‘the people’ are. Finally, its aim is to safeguard the alleged cultural 
homogeneity of the German people, which is endangered especially by 
a growing Islamic community in Germany (Rosenfelder 2017: 123–140).

Although not in the program, in daily practice an element aimed at 
strengthening German identity and pride is a revisionist history policy, 
albeit it is not labelled in this way by AfD politicians. In a notorious 
speech, the AfD chief of Thuringia, Bernd Höcke, who was born and grew 
up in West Germany, during an event, organised by the AfD youth in 
Dresden on 17 January 2017 claimed that former presidents of the Federal 
Republic, like Richard von Weizsaecker (8 May 1985 in the Bundestag) 
or Roman Herzog had held important speeches which were, according 
to Höcke, directed against the German people. The often-quoted key 
sentence of Höcke’s speech was: ‘we Germans are the only nation in 
the world which has erected a monument of its shame in the heart 
of its capital’4. The co-chief of the AfD and probably most influential 
AfD politician, Alexander Gauland (born in 1941, until 2013 a member 
of the CDU, and between 1987–1991 head of the minister president’s office 
in Hessia) confirmed the revisionist view of German history. In a speech 
in September 2017 he said that no other nation had confirmed such 
a ‘wrong history’ as the Germans. The twelve years of national socialism 
‘no longer affect our identity’. If the French are proud of Napoleon or 
the Britons of their ‘war prime minister Churchill, we have the right 
to be proud of the accomplishments of German soldiers in the two world 
wars’ (Gauland provoziert 2017). During a meeting of the AfD youth 

4 This was an  allusion to  the  ‘monument for the  murdered Jews of  Europe’ near 
the Brandenburger Tor and the Bundestag; cf. the documentation of Höcke’s speech 
in: Höcke-Rede im Wortlaut: ‘Gemütszustand eines total besiegten Volkes’, 19.01.2017, 
available at https://www.tagesspiegel.de/politik/hoecke-rede-im-wortlaut-weizsaec-
kers-rede-zum-8-mai-1945-war-gegen-das-eigene-volk/19273518-3.html.
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organization on 2 June 2018 he declared that the twelve years from 1933 
to 1945 were, when seen against the background of the ‘magnificent’ 
thousand years of German history, mere ‘bird droppings’ (Bei AfD-
Jugendorganisation 2018). Following massive criticism by the German 
public, Gauland said that his statement had been ‘politically unwise’ 
(Gauland bezeichnet 2018).

Where does the AfD electorate come from?

The astonishing rise in the electoral results of the AfD from the year of its 
founding in 2013 until today make it look like a success story. The AfD 
is represented in all regional parliaments with the exception of Bavaria 
and Hessia, but according to all the opinion polls it will be represented 
there, too, following the elections to be held there in October 2018. 
One can observe a clear East–West divide in these results, including in 
the Bundestag elections of 2017.

Table 1: AfD results in regional elections 2013–17 (in percent)

Old federal states New federal states
Hessia 2013: 4.1 Saxony 2014: 9.7 (NPD 4.9)
Hamburg 2015: 6.1 Brandenburg 2014: 12.2
Bremen 2015: 5.5 Thuringia 2014: 10.6 (NPD 3.6)
Baden-Württemberg 2016: 15.1
Rhineland-Palatinate 2016: 12.6

Berlin 2016: 14.2
West Berlin 12.1 East Berlin 17.0
Saarland 2017: 6.2 Saxony-Anhalt 2016: 24.3
Schleswig-Holstein 2017: 5.9 Mecklenburg-Western 

Pomerania 2016: 20.8  
(NPD 3.0)

North Rhine-Westphalia 2017: 7.4

Source: Own compilation according to official electoral results, available at https://wahl.
tagesschau.de/landtag.shtml.
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Table 2: AfD results in the Bundestag elections of 2017 (in percent)

Federal Republic
12.6

West Germany  
and West Berlin

10.7

East Germany  
and East Berlin

21.9
Berlin
12.0

West Berlin 
10.1

East Berlin
14.8

Source: Own compilation according to official electoral results, available at https://wahl.
tagesschau.de/wahlen/2017-09-24-BT-DE/index.shtml. 

How can one explain this spectacular success of a right-populist 
party? Are supporters of  extreme right-wing positions growing 
rapidly in Germany, and what explains the  East–West divide? 
A first explanation can be given by the results of a research group at 
the University of Leipzig. Since 2002 they have carried out empirical 
studies concerning extreme right-wing attitudes in Germany every two 
years. One of the reasons behind the commencement of these studies 
had been the pogroms against fugitives and immigrants in the 1990s. 
The authors referred to classic studies by Theodor Adorno and others 
on authoritarian personality (Adorno et al. 1950: 744–783) and adapted 
them to Germany’s actual problems. They developed a set of six items: 
acceptance of a right-authoritarian dictatorship; chauvinism; hostility 
towards foreigners; antisemitism; social Darwinism; downplaying 
national socialism. If persons agreed to all six items the researchers spoke 
of a ‘closed extreme-right world view’. The results of their studies were 
quite surprising. There were, for example, at the beginning of the 2000s 
more persons with an extreme-right ideology in West than in East 
Germany. There was a permanent change in the attitudes, not only 
concerning the ‘closed extreme-right world view’, but also concerning 
each of the six items (Decker, Kiess, Eggers and Brähler 2016: 43–47). 
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Table 3: Persons with an extreme-right ideology 2002-16 (in percent)

2002 2004 2006 2008 2010 2012 2014 2016

Germany 9.7 9.8 8.6 7.6 8.2 9.0 5.7 5.4

East 8.1 8.3 6.6 7.9 10.5 15.8 7.4 7.6

West 11.3 10.1 9.1 7.5 7.6 7.3 5.2 4.8

Source: Figures according to: Decker, Kiess, Eggers and Brähler 2016: 48.

The  rise of  extreme-right attitudes in East Germany in 2012 is 
explained by the difficult economic situation, which improved by 2014. 
At first glance the surprising trend is that extreme-right attitudes have 
diminished during the last few years.

This is confirmed, at least partly, by another study in the  same 
project. The researchers divided society into three main political milieus, 
including some sub-categories, as follows: democratic milieu; milieu 
with prejudices, but relative acceptance of the existing system; and 
antidemocratic-authoritarian milieus. Their evolution between 2006 
and 2016 showed a similar direction as the extreme-right attitudes in 
Table 3. A consolidation of democratic attitudes could be observed 
here, too.

The milieus with reservations and the authoritarian milieus have 
diminished, while the democratic milieus have grown from 36,9 to 60 
percent. The antidemocratic milieus were subdivided in 2006 and 2016 
according to three characteristics: ‘strong prejudices (manifest / latent), 
relatively great willingness to authoritarian aggression, especially 
pronounced loss of confidence in the democratic system’. The decline 
of the three antidemocratic milieus from 41.7 to 26 percent seems 
to be paradox, given the evident rise of extreme-right behaviour in 
the public.
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Table 4: Political milieus in Germany in 2006 and 2016 (in percent)

2006
(N = 4.872)

2016
(N = 2.420)

Democratic milieus Modern milieus 23.3 30.6
Conformist milieus 13.6 29.3

Milieu with reservations, 
but relative acceptance 
of the existing system

Milieu with reservations 21.5 14.1

Antidemocratic-
authoritarian milieus

Hidden antisemitic-
authoritarian milieu

17.5 8.4

Ethnocentric-authoritarian 
milieu

12.8 10.3

Rebellious-authoritarian 
milieu 

11.4 7.3

Source: Decker and Brähler 2016: 104.

A possible explanation for this paradox is given in another study 
of 2016. Extreme-right positions had been visible in all studies since 
2002, but most of these persons refused to vote NPD because they 
considered themselves to be part of the ‘middle of society’ and not part 
of a ‘margin’. In 2014 almost 50 percent of this group still voted for CDU/
CSU and SPD. In 2016 this figure dropped to 26.4, whereas 34.9 percent 
preferred the AfD (26.4 percent non-voters) (Brähler, Kiess and Decker 
2016: 78). The AfD seems to have become an acceptable political offer 
for middle class voters. It openly speaks about what many people are 
thinking about burning questions like asylum, immigration and other 
problems, without respecting political correctness. AfD leaders several 
times have broken taboos, concerning for instance the national-socialist 
past. After being on the  receiving end of vehement criticism they 
declared they had been misunderstood, but the taboo was broken and 
the next time they could go even further. This concerns also the critique 
of the mainstream media as a ‘lying press’. Asked in the opinion poll 
of 2016 if they personally would speak of ‘lying press’ (Lügenpresse), 
41.3 percent of the AfD supporters said yes, while only 10,5 percent 
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said no. In contrast, only 10.1 percent of the supporters of the SPD 
answered yes, while the same (yes) percent figures for CDU/CSU were 
8.7, and for the Greens 6.0 and FDP 4.0. Only 11,1 percent of AfD voters 
agreed with democracy the way it is being practiced (the same figure for 
CDU/CSU was 70.2 percent). AfD received the highest support when 
items referred to ‘threatened German identity’ and anti-immigration 
slogans; 80.3 percent of the AfD voters agreed that Muslims should be 
forbidden to immigrate to Germany (the same figure for the Greens 
was 23.5 percent) (Brähler, Kiess and Decker 2016: 67–94).

The  findings of  the  ‘Mitte-Studien’ that right-populist voters 
are coming from the  ‘centre’ of  society have been confirmed by 
the  Populismusbarometer 2018 research project carried out by 
the Bertelsmann Foundation and the Wissenschaftszentrum Berlin, 
presented in autumn 2018. The  representative data were collected 
in two waves during May / June and August 2018 among 3,247 and 
3,323 respondents respectively. According to these results 30.7 percent 
of the Germans eligible to vote have a populist attitude (2017: 29.2 percent), 
while 12.7 percent have populist views and consider themselves as 
belonging to the centre. On the other hand the percentage of explicitly 
non-populist voters dropped from 37 to 32.8, whereas the proportion 
of persons answering yes and no increased from 33.8 to 36.8 percent. 
The authors found that ‘people with right-wing orientation vote for 
the AfD because it is right, voters from the middle vote for AfD because 
it is populist’, and therefore speak of populism as ‘a kind of Trojan horse 
of the right-wing party AfD in the political middle’ (Vehrkamp and 
Merkel 2018: 11). Richter and Bösch, who stress the fact that the AfD 
gained its best results in the Bundestag 2017 elections in places where 
in previous elections the NPD had obtained its best results (especially 
in Saxony), call the AfD in this context ‘NPD light’ (Richter and Bösch 
2017: 4).

People prone to support the AfD have attitudes which in several 
regards differ significantly from the  rest of  German society. In 
a compilation of recently conducted opinion polls by several renowned 
institutes, on 1 September 2018 Bild-Zeitung published new data on 
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the social background of AfD voters. It had often been supposed that AfD 
followers are losers in terms of their social and economic development. 
An Insa study reveals, however, that they have a net monthly income 
per household of more than 3000 Euros, i.e. on a level of the average 
income in Germany. What differs however is that they have a clearly 
more pessimistic view concerning future economic development in 
Germany, with 71 percent of AfD supporters thinking it will worsen. 
Of the non-AfD followers in the whole of Germany only 38 percent 
think so. More than half of the AfD supporters (52 percent) are not 
content with the democratic political system as established by the basic 
law (constitution), while among the rest of society the same figure is 
20 percent. Also, 49 percent of AfD supporters define themselves as 
belonging to the political right. Only 27 percent of AfD followers are 
women and 73 percent are men, and 56 percent of AfD supporters do 
not have a religious affiliation.

The criterion which probably most differs AfD supporters from 
the rest of German society is their attitude towards ‘strangers’, with 
77 percent of them declaring that immigration is causing fear. This 
attitude is shared by only 22 percent of non-AfD followers in Germany5. 
The statement that Germans have ‘to fight for their country’, because 
‘fugitives are bringing unrest and violence to our country’ is agreed 
to by 59 percent of the AfD followers, but only by 8 percent of the non-

-AfD supporters. Thirty nine percent of AfD followers stated that they 
experienced material disadvantages because of the ‘fugitives’. Among 
the persons who do not support AfD only 7 percent felt the same way. 
Those people who are in favour of a  ‘culture of welcome’ or ‘multi- 
-culture’ are considered by 51 percent of the AfD followers to be ‘traitors 
to the fatherland’ (Wer die Rechtspopulisten wählt 2018). 

However, the potential of the AfD is not unlimited. No other party 
meets with such a high degree of objection, as shown in Table 5 below.

5 In Saxony regional elections will be held in 2019. In August 2018 the AfD had its 
highest score among all federal states in Saxony, obtaining 25 percent of the total votes, 
only three percentage points behind the CDU.
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Table 5: ‘Which party would you never vote for?’ (2018, in percent) 

AfD The Left Greens FDP CDU/CSU SPD
71 51 31 29 29 23

Source: Vehrkamp and Merkel 2018: 17.

For the  time being one conclusion can be drawn from several 
studies. The extreme-right supporters are diminishing in number, but 
radicalising in behaviour. This could be observed during the summer 
of 2018, especially in Saxony whose authorities often had been criticised 
for underestimating the willingness of the extreme-right scene to engage 
in violence. After a German was presumed to have been killed by two 
immigrants at the end of August in Chemnitz, about 50 extreme-right 
activists and hooligans ready for violence led a demonstration of 800 
people, shouting slogans against foreigners and even threatening them 
with murder. A Jewish restaurant was also attacked. This event seemed 
to be a signal for extreme-right activists from other parts of Germany 
to go to Chemnitz, where police only gradually managed to get control 
over the right-wing demonstrators and counter-protesters.

The reaction of state authorities to the events in Chemnitz made 
things even worse. Although on the Internet there was a short film 
which showed several people running to seize a dark-skinned man, 
the president of the Federal Office for the Protection of the Constitution, 
Hans-Georg Maaßen, denied that there had been a ‘hunt’. Maaßen, who 
had already been criticised for having met some leading AfD politicians 
during the previous months, was supported by Horst Seehofer, chief 
of the CSU, who as Minister of the Interior was Maaßen’s superior 
authority. On the other hand Angela Merkel, chief of the CDU, spoke 
openly of a ‘hunt’ and the SPD demanded that Maaßen should lose his 
office. The ‘solution’ found, in order to save the ‘grand coalition’ was 
a classic example of an elite taken over the heads of the ‘base’ and further 
fuelled populist moods: Maaßen was stripped of his office and was 
supposed to be given the job of a secretary of state to Seehofer’s Ministry 
of the Interior, with an increase in his salary of 2500 Euros a month. 
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After fierce protests from the  SPD base, which demanded an  end 
to the ‘grand coalition’, Maaßen in the end became head of a specially 
created department in the Ministry of the Interior with the same salary 
as in his previous position6. It is not that the governing parties lost 
support over this incident, while the AfD slightly improved its position 
and in some opinion polls even surpassed the SPD7. 

On the other hand, on 1 October 2018 police in Saxony and Bavaria 
arrested eight men who were accused of having formed an extreme-right 
terrorist group called Revolution Chemnitz. This group was said to have 
planned armed attacks against foreigners, politicians, journalists and 
other people in order to unleash a civil war two days later, on Germany’s 
national holiday of 3 October. If these accusations turn out to be true this 
would be another proof that, especially in Saxony, a militant and violent 
extreme-right milieu has formed. At the same time, here as elsewhere 
in Germany one can also observe impressive counter-manifestations 
against antidemocratic and xenophobic behaviour. In Hamburg, on 
5 September 2018 175 right-wing activists (shouting ‘Merkel must go’) 
were confronted by 10,000 counter-demonstrators (Exner 2018). A very 
clear position has been taken by representatives of the churches. After 
the events in Chemnitz the archbishop of Cologne, Cardinal Rainer 
Maria Woelki, condemned extremism, stating that ‘xenophobia, hatred, 
violence, Nazi slogans and the ‘Hitler salute’ have no place in democracy’. 
People who make a common cause with ‘hordes of the extreme right’ 
are ‘accomplices and no ‘alternative for Germany’’ (Wochenimpuls 2018). 
The president of the central committee of German Catholics, Thomas 
Sternberg, saw parallels between the AfD and the national socialists. 
In the final period of the Weimar Republic there had also been a party 
(NSDAP) which had taken outrageousness into parliaments. The AfD 
has always been a movement gathering various forces, but in recent 

6 After a scandalous speech delivered during a meeting with former colleagues from 
other EUstates, Maaßen was finally dismissed by Seehofer in November 2018.
7 Cf. the results of an EMNID opinion poll as of the end of September 2018: CDU/
CSU 27 percent, AfD 17, SPD 16, Greens 15, the  Left 11, and FDP 10 percent; AfD 
überholt die SPD, 2018.
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times it has radicalised unambiguously. Party chief Alexander Gauland 
is serving an extreme right-wing clientele and leading an extreme right-

-wing party. Before the elections to the diets in Bavaria and Hessia (in 
October 2018), Sternberg called for an overall resistance by all free 
democratic forces against AfD (Katholiken-Präsident 2018).

The  fact that ‘after Chemnitz’ several politicians demanded 
an observation of the AfD by the Federal Office for the Protection 
of the Constitution seemed to alarm AfD politicians. The extreme-right 
AfD-‘Patriotic Platform’ declared that it would dissolve itself because its 
aims had been achieved. The AfD youth organisations in Lower Saxony 
and Bremen, which were supposed to be subject to observation, have 
declared that they are going to dissolve themselves, too. The frightened 
party leadership is considering the establishment of internal controllers 
whose task will be to examine the extreme right margin of the party 
(AfD will Beobachtung verhindern 2018). Several liberal-conservative 
AfD-deputies on the regional level have left the party in 2018. This will, 
however, hardly end the AfD-leadership’s acceptance of, or at least 
tolerance of, close cooperation of the party’s right wing with milieus 
of the extreme right.

Parliamentary activity of the AfD

It is still too early to assess the parliamentary work of the AfD since no 
regional parliament to which it entered has finished a full term yet, and 
it has only been in the Bundestag for a year now. An empirical study 
on the behaviour of AfD deputies in ten regional parliaments from 
July 2017 draws an ambivalent balance. There are two types of fractions. 
One is oriented more towards parliamentary work, trying to be a ‘con-
structive opposition’ on the right, beyond the CDU. The other type 
is characterised as a ‘movement-oriented type’, whose parliamentary 
behaviour rather aims at changing the political culture by breaking 
taboos. The AfD fractions lay twice as much more stress than others 
on issues such as asylum, migration, and integration. In parliamentary 
committees the level of participation of AfD deputies is significantly 
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lower than that of other deputies. Plenary discussions, however, are 
used in order to communicate the party’s core issues via social media 
to their own members and supporters, with the aim of mobilising them. 
The other parties have predominantly chosen a strategy of arguing with 
the AfD instead of isolating it, so that the AfD cannot claim to be a ‘vic-
tim’ (Schroeder et al. 2017).

In the Bundestag 2017 elections the AfD gained the third best result 
and 92 seats, and in Saxony even direct seats in three constituencies8. Only 
ten of the 92 deputies are women. The numerical strength gives the party 
a powerful position. After CDU/CSU and SPD formed their new ‘grand 
coalition’ the AfD is the largest opposition party, and possesses certain 
formal and informal rights in parliamentary practice. It has, for instance, 
the right to be the first fraction to answer a statement by the government. 
Financially each deputy (as every deputy of the Bundestag) is entitled 
to spend 20,870 Euro a month for personal staff in Berlin and / or in 
the office in their electoral constituency. The AfD fraction is said to be 
planning 150 jobs for supporting its parliamentary work. Altogether it 
is estimated that the AfD can create several hundred jobs with a volume 
of about 200 million Euro a year (Gürgen et al. eds. 2018: 3). However, 
only a very few AfD deputies possess parliamentary experience9 and 
most still have to get acquainted with parliamentary routine.

Given the reservation of the mainstream media towards the AfD, its 
Bundestag fraction has since April 2018 established a ‘news room’ from 
which it aims to inform its own target groups without ‘distortions’ by 
the mainstream media. For this task the fraction plans to employ up 
to 20 persons who are to serve especially in social media, which already 
in several previous electoral campaigns has successfully been used by 

8 The AfD won 94 seats. The day after the election the formal party leader Frauke Pe-
try left the party, whose leadership she considers to be too right-wing. She and another 
deputy elected on the AfD ticket are Bundestag members not belonging to a parlia-
mentary club.
9 One of them is Martin Hohmann, who in 1998 and 2002 was elected to the Bunde-
stag as a CDU member. After an antisemitic speech in October 2003 he was excluded 
from the party in 2004. He has now returned to the Bundestag as an AfD deputy.
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the AfD more intensively than by other parties. Steve Bannon, who 
previously closely cooperated with Donald Trump, is to be engaged as 
an advisor (Ruhose 2019: 36).

The first quantitative studies of the AfD’s parliamentary activities 
during the first year of its presence in the Bundestag have shown that its 
priorities are clearly policy towards foreigners and immigration, internal 
security, and international relations. It is almost non-existent in activities 
relating to policies like agriculture and food, health, the economy, 
development policy, education, housing construction, or energy 
(Gensing, Bonnen and Masch 2018). This however does not damage 
the party’s image among its followers. They are satisfied with the right-
populist and scandalising discourse in parliament. The language is 
becoming increasingly brutal and a nationalist vocabulary is tending 
to become ‘normal’.

* * *

The results of the Bundestag elections in 2017 revealed a structural dilem-
ma which will continue to exist in the foreseeable future. There are now 
six fractions in parliament, so coalitions are inevitable. Two of the six 
parties (if CDU and CSU are counted as one party) are not accepted by 
the other parties as a government partner: at the left margin is Die Linke, 
because of its positions in foreign and especially security policy (e.g. its 
refusal to recognize NATO and operations of the Bundeswehr abroad), 
and at the right margin is the AfD10. The SPD only after long internal 
discussions and tensions agreed to form again a ‘grand coalition’, which 
seemed at that moment to be the lesser evil considering the alternative 
was new elections.

10 At the end of September the chief of the CDU fraction in the Saxonian diet did 
not exclude a coalition with the AfD after the elections in 2019, but this was fiercely 
rejected by CDU leaders, with Angela Merkel at the  top. In the  long run, however, 
a coalition of the CDU with the AfD does not seem to be excluded on the regional and 
local levels, especially in East Germany.
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The profound changes in the German party system are visible when 
one compares the majority the four previous ‘grand coalitions’ had had. 
The first one, (1966–69) had 86.9 percent of the votes; in 2005 it was 
still 69.4; in 2013 fell to 56,8; and in 2017 was only 53,4 percent – hardly 
a ‘grand’ coalition any longer. Looking at the voting in 2017 by age 
groups a dramatic change is also evident. The former ‘catch-all’ parties 
(Volksparteien) CDU/CSU and SPD still deserve that name only among 
the 70 years old or older voters.

The long-term trend of a continuous fragmentation of the party 
system, which was interrupted in 2013 when the number of Bundestag 
fractions was reduced to four, seems to have returned. A closer look 
shows, however, that this is not an inevitable evolution due to economic 
and social development. Short-term factors, especially the migrant crisis, 
have played a decisive role. Couple of years ago protest voters preferred 
the left, especially in East Germany. How fluid this protest electorate is 
was underscored in the 2017 Bundestag elections. In several East Berlin 
constituencies where the AfD received results above average, many 
AfD-voters gave their first vote (for the direct seat for which the AfD 
had no chance) to the left (Berlin bleibt bei der Wahl gespalten 2017). 

The answer to the question put in the title of this article is twofold. 
On one hand, the AfD has undoubtedly changed politics in Germany. 
On the other hand the rising-up of this party is the German version 
of the trends which have witnessed the emergence of populist parties 
in several countries: social divides and disintegration; diminishing 
responsiveness of the former ‘catch all’ parties, most of which have 
drifted toward the  centre so that voters cannot recognize a  clear 
profile; new cultural cleavages, leaving many people with a feeling 
of that their national identity is threatened; and specifically in the case 
of Germany the as yet incomplete East–West integration; as well as other 
factors. The two main cleavages in Germany concern cultural identity 
and the socio-economic divide. The alienation of many voters from 
the political class is not a process without remedy. It could be mitigated 
by programmes in policies which are sensitive for many people, such as 
housing for instance. Populists don’t have answers to the problems which 
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they are expounding and exposing, but are gaining advantages from 
the lack of answers by the ‘established’ political parties (political elites). 
The electorate is quickly reacting to the answers of political parties 
to new challenges. The figures in Table 5 show that the possibilities 
of growth for the AfD are limited. Whether further growth of the AfD 
can be stopped depends to a large extent on the ability of the political 
elites to regain their responsiveness to urgent problems which many 
people feel are being neglected11.
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